
Immortality Cynicism 

Abstract Despite the common-sense and widespread belief that immortality is desirable, 
many philosophers demur. Some go so far as to argue that immortality would necessarily be 
unattractive (these have been called “immortality curmudgeons”), but there is logical space for a 
more modest position, which I hereby dub “immortality cynicism,” according to which certain 
goods would be precluded by immortality and the loss of these goods would not be outweighed 
by any goods that would persist in an immortal life. In addition to calling attention to this logical 
space, this paper aims to evaluate two recent arguments (given by Martha Nussbaum and Samuel 
Scheffler) that could be used in defense of immortality cynicism. Ultimately, I argue, neither 
argument is sound. Nussbaum identifies one item of value (or perhaps a cluster of valuable 
items) that an immortal life must lack, but there is no reason to think that such an absence would 
render immortality undesirable (by outweighing the many other items of value that would be 
present). Scheffler argues that an immortal life would not contain a recognizably human way of 
valuing, but I argue that Scheffler’s argument cannot succeed. Even granting their claims about 
the goods that would be precluded by immortality, neither establishes that the loss of these goods 
would not be outweighed by any goods that would persist in an immortal life.  
 
1. Introduction 

 Despite the common-sense and widespread belief that immortality is desirable, many 

philosophers demur. Some (including, most famously, Bernard Williams [1973]) go so far as to 

argue that immortality would necessarily be unattractive. Following John Martin Fischer (2009), 

let us call such philosophers “immortality curmudgeons.” There is logical space, however, for a 

more modest position, which I hereby dub “immortality cynicism,” according to which certain 

goods would be precluded by immortality and the loss of these goods would not be outweighed 

by any goods that would persist in an immortal life. The immortality cynic agrees with the 

immortality curmudgeon that immortality would not be desirable, but the claims of the 

immortality cynic are not so strong as to say that immortality’s being desirable is impossible. 

 In addition to calling attention to the possibility of being an immortality cynic (construed, 

as above, as distinct from being an immortality curmudgeon), the present paper aims to evaluate 

two recent arguments that could be used in defense of immortality cynicism. The first argument 

is from Martha Nussbaum (2013). Taking inspiration from Lucretius, Nussbaum attempts to 
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provide some consolation in the face of our mortality by showing that, no matter how we 

imagine an immortality scenario, it will involve the loss of certain ways of life that we greatly 

value. To show that immortality would lead to such a loss of value, Nussbaum first lays out three 

possibilities of who would be immortal: either one person, a small group of people, or everyone. 

If everyone were immortal, Nussbaum argues, either there would continue to be reproduction or 

there would not. If the former, then we would face overpopulation, and, given a limited quantity 

of resources, the consequences of overpopulation would be terrible. If reproduction ceased (and 

Nussbaum is thinking of a case in which reproduction is made illegal), this “world looks pretty 

bad too. It lacks all sorts of valuable activities connected with relations among the generations, 

and it also lacks a distinctive type of freedom to which we currently attach a considerable 

importance” (2013: 42). I take these claims to be those of an immortality cynic, otherwise we 

would not have reason to be consoled concerning our own deaths (nor reconciled to our own 

mortality). 

 The second argument considered here is from Samuel Scheffler (2013). One difficulty 

here is that, while it is clear that Nussbaum is merely a cynic (and not a curmudgeon), it is less 

clear to which camp Scheffler belongs. Nevertheless, I offer an interpretation of Scheffler’s 

argument that only commits him to cynicism. According to Scheffler, if we never died, we would 

not live a value-laden life that would be recognizably human. I argue that we should understand 

Scheffler as claiming that though there may be value in an immortal life, the loss of recognizable 

human value is not outweighed by the sum of other value. 

 But, as I go on to argue, both Nussbaum’s and Scheffler’s arguments, when construed as 

concluding in the truth immortality cynicism, are unsound. Even granting their claims about the 

goods that would be precluded by immortality, neither establishes that the loss of these goods 
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would not be outweighed by any goods that would persist in an immortal life. Nussbaum 

identifies one item of value (or perhaps a cluster of valuable items) that an immortal life must 

lack, but there is no reason to think that such an absence would render immortality undesirable 

(by outweighing the many other items of value that would be present). Scheffler argues that an 

immortal life would not contain a recognizably human way of valuing, but there is no reason to 

think that such a loss would outweigh rival ways of valuing. 

2. Martha Nussbaum’s Immortality Cynicism 

 Nussbaum’s position on the desirability of immortality has evolved over the past two 

decades. In her earlier work, some of Nussbaum’s claims make her sound like an immortality 

curmudgeon. For example, she says, “Our finitude, and in particular our mortality, which is a 

particularly central case of our finitude, and which conditions all our awareness of other limits, is 

a constitutive factor in all valuable things’ having for us the value that in fact they have” (1994: 

226). Nussbaum seems to be claiming that, without our mortality, the value of all the things we 

find valuable would be lost. Nussbaum mentions several valuable things which depend for their 

value on our finitude: courage; a certain component of friendship, love, and love of country; 

moderation; justice; and more. But Nussbaum has come to reject the strong claims of her earlier 

view, and she has come to reject the conclusion of Williams’s argument as well, claiming: 

Williams’s argument seems to me to be less an argument than the expression of a 

particular temperament. Some people have temperaments like this, and these people—if 

they could not be treated by the new forms of therapy that would undoubtedly come into 

existence in the new world of immortality—might want to die, and they should be 

permitted to do so. Nothing, however has been shown about the livability of immortal 

life. It looks better and better to me. (2013: 41) 
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No longer an immortality curmudgeon, Nussbaum criticizes claims about the impossibility of 

immortality’s being desirable by taking such claims to be mere expressions of temperament, not 

really about the impossibility of immortality’s being desirable. 

 Yet Nussbaum has not completely switched sides in the debate about the desirability of 

immortality. She now claims that, because “immortality would require the loss of a distinctive 

sort of value,” we can be consoled concerning our own deaths (or at least reconciled to our own 

mortality) “by reflecting on the fact that the deaths of the currently living are a necessary 

condition for the perpetuation of ways of life that we greatly value” (2013: 43). To show that 

immortality would lead to a loss of value, Nussbaum first lays out three possibilities of who 

would be immortal: either one person, a small group of people, or everyone. If everyone were 

immortal, Nussbaum argues, either there would continue to be reproduction or there would not. 

If the former, then we would face overpopulation, and, given a limited quantity of resources, the 

consequences of overpopulation would be terrible. If reproduction ceased (and Nussbaum is 

thinking of a case in which reproduction is made illegal), this “world looks pretty bad too. It 

lacks all sorts of valuable activities connected with relations among the generations, and it also 

lacks a distinctive type of freedom to which we currently attach a considerable importance” 

(2013: 42). I take these claims to be those of a genuine immortality cynic  (who claims that the 

goods precluded by immortality would not be outweighed by any that would persist in an 

immortal life), otherwise we would not have reason to be consoled concerning our own deaths 

(nor reconciled to our own mortality). 

 Bracketing Nussbaum’s discussion of the bad consequences that would follow from the 

immortality of a single person, a small group, or everyone with the continuation of reproduction, 

let us consider Nussbaum’s discussion of the scenario in which everyone is immortal but 
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reproduction is no longer possible. Nussbaum’s own response to the claims of immortality 

curmudgeons (including her earlier view and Williams’s argument) contains the resources to 

undermine her more recent attempt at consolation. Surely Nussbaum is right to think that the 

cessation of reproduction would be an end to many activities and types of relationships that we 

find valuable. But it does not follow that this loss of value would undermine the rest of what we 

would find valuable if we were immortal, nor does it even follow that the benefits of being 

immortal would be outweighed by the loss of certain valuable things such that it would be better 

not to be immortal. On the one hand, if we take Nussbaum to be an immortality curmudgeon, 

claiming that the unpleasant consequences of immortality would necessarily make it unattractive, 

then it seems that Nussbaum’s criticism of Williams’s argument applies to her own as well. 

Perhaps someone who cared only about having children or grandchildren would not find value in 

anything else in the imagined scenario; in Nussbaum’s words, they “might want to die, and they 

should be permitted to do so. Nothing, however, has been shown about the livability of immortal 

life” (2013: 41).  

 On the other hand, if we take Nussbaum to be an immortality cynic, which I believe to be 

the more charitable interpretation of her more recent claims, then she is not committed to the 

strong modal claim that it is impossible for immortality to be desirable. Nevertheless, it is 

difficult to see what reason we have for accepting the more modest claim that the loss of certain 

goods (such as valuable activities connected with relations among the generations) would not be 

outweighed by any goods that would persist in an immortal life. For Nussbaum’s argument for 

immortality cynicism to succeed, it would need to be shown that we could not find the goods of 

an immortal life to outweigh the goods precluded by such a life. This has not been shown. 

Moreover, since there may be other valuable things that would remain in the imagined scenario 
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(which would not seem to be outweighed by the loss of the valuable things Nussbaum considers), 

and since these goods would be able to be enjoyed forever, the fact that some valuable things 

would be lost does not provide me with any consolation in the face of my own mortality. In 

Nussbaum’s own words, “It looks better and better to me” (2013: 41).  

3. Scheffler as Immortality Cynic 

 On Scheffler’s view, we need to die. Death is not a problem to be solved but rather a 

necessary condition for existence as we know (and value) it. To get a better sense of Scheffler’s 

argument, it will be helpful to consider Niko Kolodny’s presentation of Scheffler’s argument. 

Kolodny identifies three distinct lines of support for the following conclusion: “If we never died, 

we would not live (stronger conclusion) a life at all, or (weaker conclusion) a value-laden life” 

(2013: 159). First, Scheffler argues that any value-laden life that is recognizably human must 

consist of a progression through stages that culminate in death. Second, the meaning of such 

concepts as “loss, illness, injury, harm, risk, and danger” would be called into question, and 

along with them such concepts as “health, gain, safety, security, and benefit” (2013: 97), yet a 

value-laden life would not be possible without such things. Third, temporal scarcity is a 

necessary condition for a value-laden life that is recognizable human, and such temporal scarcity 

is just what we abstract away from in imagining an immortal life. 

 It is worth noticing that the thrust of these three lines of support is the same. Whether it is 

the stages of our lives, understood as terminating in death, or whether it is a question about how 

much of the content of certain concepts would remain in an immortal life, or whether it is the 

kind of temporal scarcity that death alone can provide, Scheffler’s point is the same: value-laden 

lives as we understand them depend on our own deaths. (Hence Scheffler’s claim that we need to 
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die.) In other words, death is a necessary condition for value-laden life. Here are the final 

sentences of Scheffler’s book: 

If we never died, then we would not live lives structured by the kinds of values that now 

structure our own lives or by the kinds of values that have structured the lives of other 

human beings now and in the past. Moreover, it is at best unclear to what extent we 

would lead value-structured lives at all. What is clear, in any case, is that we would not 

live anything resembling what we now consider to be “a life.” So the fantasy that the 

lives we are now leading might continue forever is inherently confused and in principle 

unsatisfiable. (2013: 207) 

Given the way in which our lives are structured by the kinds of values that we in fact have, 

according to Scheffler, a value-laden life as we know it would not be possible were we not to die. 

 But even if we understand Scheffler to be a mere cynic (not claiming that desirability 

would necessarily be unattractive but rather that any goods of an immortal life would be 

outweighed by the loss of valuing (or value-laden life) as we know it), and even if we assume 

that Scheffler is right about what would be lost in an immortal life, his argument does not 

establish immortality cynicism. To do so, it would need to be shown that the goods that would be 

present in an immortal life would be outweighed by the goods precluded by such a life. About 

the goods that would be present in an immortal life, Scheffler says very little. Perhaps this is 

because he thinks that, from our human perspective, we cannot tell how any such goods could be 

desirable and so, given our current perspective, these goods cannot outweigh the loss of goods 

that would result from living forever. But there is a problem with this way of arguing against the 

desirability of immortality. Consider the following analogy. With respect to understandings of 

values and of what is necessary for value-laden life, the relation between us as we are (finite 
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creatures who will die) and what we might be (beings who will live forever) is just like the 

relation between a young child and a mature adult. A young child cannot even begin to 

appreciate the alteration in values that she will undergo, but to develop (and to undergo an 

overhaul of values) can nevertheless be desirable for her. Young children clearly care about 

many things, and, arguably, they are able to value them as well and to lead value-laden lives.1 

This is consistent with a complete change in values (and perhaps even ways of valuing), albeit 

progressively, between the time that the child is very young and the time that she is a mature 

adult. We have no reason to think that immortal life could not be desirable for creatures like us 

even if living forever would require an alteration in our system of values (or way of valuing).2 

 To take another case, but that does not involve the transition from a child to an adult, 

consider an example Fischer uses in response to Williams: 

Surely in our ordinary, finite lives we envisage certain changes in our values and 

preferences over time. For example, one may currently value excitement and challenge; 

thus, one might wish to live in an urban area with many career and avocational 

opportunities (but with lousy weather and a high crime rate). Still, one might envisage a 

time in the future when one will be older and will prefer warm weather, serenity, and 

																																																								
1 Kolodny mentions this point, saying, “I’m struck by the fact that small children seem to care 
about many things—such as the attention of their parents, control over their environment, the 
acquisition of new skills—often quite intensely, even though they don’t have much grasp of 
mortality, especially not of their own” (2013: 168). Kolodny’s further point is different than 
mine. His aim is to show that mortality as a kind of temporal scarcity is not necessary for valuing 
(which he apparently equates with caring, given the quotation above), whereas my aim is to 
show that young children might have values (of which their value-laden life consists) and 
2 As the analogy with the child-to-adult transition might indicate, I mean to suggest that it can be 
desirable for someone to transition to having different values (or even to valuing things in a new 
way) even if the transition does not seem desirable to her beforehand. So even if my current 
values (and ways of valuing) are shown to be precluded by an immortal life such that an 
immortal life appears undesirable to me, it has not yet been shown that it is not in fact desirable 
for me to go through the requisite transition such that I can value different things (or value things 
differently) for an unending amount of time. 
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security. One can certainly envisage a time when one will prefer to live in a 

condominium in a warm, safe place, even if one currently thrives on life in Manhattan. 

And one need not look at the future stages of one’s life (in which significant changes in 

values and preferences have taken place) as unattractive; certainly, they are not so 

unattractive as to render death preferable! (1994: 267-268) 

For all that Scheffler has said, the relation between our mortal live (as we presently value) and 

our being immortal (and possibly having a new way of valuing) is not relevantly different from 

the relation between a younger person and an older person who see the world an engage with it 

completely differently. For Scheffler’s argument for immortality cynicism to succeed, it would 

need to be shown that, with a new system of values (or new way of valuing), we could not find 

the goods of an immortal life to outweigh the goods precluded by such a life; but this has not 

been shown, nor do I take it that Scheffler wants to claim that we are in a position to show such a 

thing. 

4. Conclusion 

 I want to conclude, first, by reflecting on the general strategy considered in this paper for 

arguing against the desirability of immortality and, second, by recommending an alternative 

approach which avoids the difficulties that confront other strategies. I have distinguished a more 

modest position (immortality cynicism) from a more common position of immortality 

curmudgeons, and I have considered two recent arguments that might be used in the service of 

immortality cynicism. There is a general problem, however, facing both of these anti-immortality 

views, namely that we are simply not in a position to show that immortality would not be 

desirable. The immortality curmudgeon aims to show that immortality would necessarily be 

unattractive, but these claims cannot be justified by pointing to contingent features about what 
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we are like now. (I have not argued for this here, but Fischer 1994 and others have defended 

similar claims.) The immortality cynic aims to show that, even if it is possible for immortality to 

be attractive, given certain contingent features about us or our world, immortality is not desirable 

for us, but these claims cannot be justified by appealing only to what we know about the 

desirability of our current way of life. In other words, the challenge facing immortality 

curmudgeons and immortality cynics is that we are not in a position to defend the strong modal 

and epistemic claims required for their arguments to succeed. 

 Given the difficulty facing immortality curmudgeons and genuine immortality cynics, it 

is worth exploring an alternative approach, one that grants that immortality is (or at least, for all 

we know, might be) desirable but nevertheless aggregates the various unattractive features of 

immortality, highlighting the goods that would be precluded by immortality. The aim would not 

be to continue adding considerations that make immortality unattractive until, at last, immortality 

cynicism is reached (for then the difficulty mentioned above would come into play); rather, the 

aim would be to put constraints on our thinking about immortality. This is not insignificant, for 

many people have an unexamined desire to live forever and would benefit by thinking through 

the implications of such a desire. Furthermore, the considerations accrued would put constraints 

on conceptions of what “heaven” or “paradise” or any other kind of immortal life may be like. 

And if Nussbaum and Scheffler are correct, we may have to grant that any kind of immortal life 

would be entirely different from life as we currently know (and value) it. 
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